ABSTRACT
analyses without the requirement of further manual intervention for data transfer and re-formatting. Currently, automated cascades for the analysis of regulatory DNA segments as well as for the prediction of protein functional properties are provided. Availability: The HNB portal is available at http://www. hnbioinfo.de Contact: torsten.crass@med.uni-goettingen.de
MOTIVATION
The Helmholtz Network for Bioinformatics (HNB) (http:// www.hnbioinfo.de/members0306), a joint venture of the Helmholtz Community of Research Centres † and other German research institutes, ‡ has been formed to take a step forward from a mere bioinformatics toolbox towards offering web-based, problem-oriented, task-centered solutions that span several bioinformatics tools.
STRATEGY
HNB's offer has three levels.
At the first level (tool box) HNB comprises a wide variety of resources for nucleic acid and protein analysis. Many HNB tools have been preconfigured with standard parameters that were defined by experience and are well suited for the majority of cases. HNB tools include, among others, standard bioinformatics applications like the HUSAR package (Senger et al., 1998) , the genome analysis tool PEDANT (Frishman et al., 2003) , SRS (Etzold et al., 1996) and the protein function prediction tool STRING (von Mering et al., 2003) .
At the second level (tool navigation) the HNB portal simplifies the selection of resources for many fundamental bioinformatics tasks, especially for novice users, by offering a so-called 'Guided Solution Finder'. This unique WWWbased interface guides the user through a tree of decision nodes represented by simple questions leading directly to those resources (leaf nodes), that are most appropriate for solving the user's request. This problem-oriented approach does not require any previous knowledge of the available tools and yet allows users to easily identify appropriate solutions for their problems.
At the third level (tool integration), HNB provides mechanisms that allow HNB researchers to integrate programs and databases into automated tool cascades. This task-oriented † Four centres thereof in particular: German Biotechnology Research Center (GBF) approach liberates the user from the necessity of manually re-formatting and transferring intermediary result data once a task has been launched. The user's input and output data are registered via a common API in a central 'virtual user space' and stored on different HNB servers for a defined period of time, allowing users easy access to their own data for re-evaluation and re-use.
We now describe integrated tool cascades currently offered by HNB.
Genomic sequence analysis
Integrated automated tool cascades for predicting and annotating putative regulatory regions in eukaryotic genomes have been realized using resources developed at GBF, GSF and partly in co-operation with commercial partners. § Within a cascade called TF Scan, a nucleotide sequence is simultaneously submitted to the transcription factor (TF)-binding site prediction programs PatSearch (Wingender et al., 1997) and MatInspector (Quandt et al., 1995) , and their output is subsequently combined into a single result page, with all site hits being linked to the TRANSFAC (Matys et al., 2003) and EMBL (Stoesser et al., 2002) databases. The more complex RegRegion Analysis cascade first runs PromoterInspector (Scherf et al., 2000) to scan a nucleotide sequence for putative promoter regions and subsequently calls TF Scan on each identified candidate promoter. Finally, a Genomic Mapping task maps a query sequence against various eukaryotic genomes and provides TF-binding site annotation of the identified genomic regions by extending the Ensembl! suite (Hubbard et al., 2002) .
Protein sequence analysis
The focus of this HNB-subsection is on the prediction of protein features, taking into account the close relationship between protein structure predictions, protein family analysis and protein function prediction. Protein family analysis is performed by searching against the SYSTERS cluster set (Krause et al., 2002) , a hierarchical classification of all SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) , TrEMBL and PIR (Barker et al., 2001 ) sequences into disjoint protein family clusters and superfamilies. Protein function prediction focuses on domain structure prediction using SMART (Letunic et al., 2002) . Protein structure prediction is performed using a threading algorithm (Alexandrov et al., 1996; Zien et al., 2000) comparing a query sequence with a representative subset of all protein structures from PDB (Berman et al., 2000) . At the time of print of this note we expect the STRING Server (von Mering et al., 2003) to be integrated into the protein analysis task, as well.
By submitting a query sequence to a general Protein Analysis task, a combined summary of the results from all of § BIOBASE GmbH, Biomax Informatics AG and Genomatix Software GmbH.
the above-mentioned tools is generated, which also provides links to the individual intermediate results of the stand-alone tools. These tools can then be re-entered for the refinement of the overall analysis.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
HNB is based on a heterogeneous network of servers, distributed over different Internet domains, some of which are protected by firewalls. To overcome the resulting restrictions on inter-server communication, the HTTP/HTTPS is used as the transport-tunnelling layer for the actual data exchange via XML-based communication protocols (including SOAP).
Although anonymous access is possible for many HNBresources, a certificate-based HNB-user authentication mechanism had to be implemented to accommodate the restricted user access (i.e. 'academic only') to certain resources. User certificates can easily be obtained through online registration. HNB is free for academic users; restrictions apply only for commercial users.
